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"DFLP": Condemns the heinous Israeli crime that targeted
unarmed citizens, including children, and mourns the

martyrs of the aggression on Gaza

The Democratic  Front  for the  Liberation of  Palestine condemned the  heinous
Israeli crime in Beit Hanoun and Jabalia in the northern Gaza Strip, which killed a
number of martyrs, including children.

The Front affirmed that  the deliberate Israeli  targeting of  a group of defenseless
citizens,  including children, is  a major war crime that crosses all  red lines,  and a
flagrant  violation  of  international  humanitarian  law  and  international  norms  and
conventions.

The Front warned the occupation government against persisting in its aggression and
targeting unarmed civilians and civilian installations, holding it fully responsible for
the consequences of its continuous aggression, which began in the Al-Aqsa Mosque
and Sheikh Jarrah neighborhood in occupied Jerusalem.

The Front, while mourning the martyrs of the Beit Hanoun and Jabalia crime and all
the martyrs of the continuous Israeli aggression on the Gaza Strip, confirmed that our
people decided their options by wrapping around their resistance as a struggle option
to impose a national solution on the occupying state.

And it  stressed that  the Israeli  crimes and targeting defenseless  civilians will  not
discourage our Palestinian people from continuing their struggle and resisting it in all
forms until the occupation is swept away every inch of our occupied Palestinian land
with its capital, Jerusalem, and the achievement of freedom, return and independence.
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